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About This Game

This thrilling new adventure game from master storyteller Jane Jensen (Gabriel Knight, Gray Matter) and Phoenix Online
Studios (Cognition, The Silver Lining) introduces Malachi Rector, an expert in antiquities whose photographic memory and eye

for detail transform people and clues into interactive puzzles.

When a secretive government agency enlists him to determine whether a murdered woman in Venice resembles any particular
historical figure, Malachi is left with only questions. Why would the U.S. government hire him -- a dealer of high-end antiques
-- to look into a foreign murder? Why does David Walker, a former Special Forces operative he meets in his travels, feel like

someone Malachi’s known all his life? And how come every time Malachi lets his guard down, someone tries to kill him?

Moebius: Empire Rising is a contemporary adventure that merges classic point-and-click puzzle solving with Jane Jensen’s
sophisticated storytelling. Travel the world using Malachi’s unique deductive powers to analyze suspects, make historical

connections, and uncover the truth behind a theory of space and time the government will defend at any cost.
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Title: Moebius: Empire Rising
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phoenix Online Studios
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia with 512 MB RAM**

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: ** - Not recommended for play on Intel systems with integrated/shared video memory

English,German,Italian,French,Polish
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Pro and Cons at the end for those of you who don't like reading

Ahh, another serving of Decaying Logic's Pixel Puzzles. This is my second review of a Pixel Puzzles game, my first one being
Pixel Puzzles: Japan. I had to give that one a thumbs down due to some glaring issues within the game but with this version I was
pleasantly surprised. So, if you love jigsaw puzzles then sit back and I'll tell you a story about how Decaying Logic isn't living up
to their name but perhaps should learn what their publisher\u2019s name, KISS Ltd, stands for......

First let me begin by saying perhaps I was a bit harder judging on this one. I went in looking for mistakes, expecting them,
wanting to find some. To my surprise there are very few and this tells me that perhaps Decaying Logic is listening to their fans
and that makes me take notice. When you find a developer that cares about what their fans think and makes honest attempts to
make their games better you'd better keep an eye on them because they will be going somewhere soon.

The first thing you should know if you've never played any of their other puzzle games is that the pictures in this one are as good
as you get with any jigsaw puzzles. There's actually quite a few more offering within this one than in Japan as well. All the
pictures in this one fit the "bird" theme so if you\u2019re not a fan of birds I suppose it could be off putting but I'm not going to
knock the game for that. The pictures give you quite a bit of challenge in terms of matching up pieces by color but it's not
entirely impossible. It gives you a good sense of working a physical jigsaw puzzle on the tabletop.

Again in this version the pieces are cut in ways you could never truly cut a physical jigsaw puzzle so that added challenge is left
intact which I enjoy. Many of the cuts in this one match the bird theme as well with birds and fish around the edges of the
pieces. These funky piece cuttings can raise the difficulty of solving the puzzle up to some frustrating levels but overall I feel it's
a positive. Some of us enjoy great challenges.

The pieces still once again "swim" in a pond around the main puzzle. This is an innovative and interesting way to present the
pieces and probably gives you the best representation of "shaking the puzzle box" as you will ever find.

So far the game sounds the same as the last, my review does as well. So where did they get things right?? I'm about to jump right
into that lake of beauty.. For starters there is now an auto save feature!! It will save all pieces placed correctly on the puzzle if
you turn the game off or even if you start another puzzle and come back to that one later. This feature alone is enough to bring
this review to a YES but wait, there's more..

The puzzle pieces now float around the whole puzzle, giving them more room to spread out so you can hunt for that one piece
you know you need easier. This plus a seemingly better piece selection tool has practically removed the old issue with needing to
click through millions of pieces to get the one you want. The puzzle area is smaller now but to make up for this there is a zoom
tool that will enlarge the puzzle to your full screen and still let you move around pieces you have deposited up there. They also
added an option to open up a bottom "sorting area" that runs along the bottom of the screen where you can put pieces you find
that you know go somewhere but haven't figured out yet. And finally you can now rotate the pieces. That's right, just because
you pull em out of the water doesn't mean that's the direction they go. Just one more thing added that makes this feel like a real
table top puzzle.

So far they've fixed many of the problems that the previous puzzle games had and even added a few fan requested features. This
certainly makes the game much more playable and enjoyable and gives it a much deserved "yes" rating. However, as much as
Decaying Logic went against their namesake and actually improved their game, there's still room for them to improve and learn
that KISS (name of their publisher) stands for "Keep It Simple Stupid."

So where are the flaws?? First off the pieces now actually look like they are under water. It's a neat effect but it discolors the
pieces and makes it harder to pick them based on color matching. It's not game breaking but I now find myself picking up a
piece and having to hope that it's a match for the color I'm looking for. Might have just been easier to keep those pieces floating
on the surface the way they were in the previous games.

Second flaw is that they've now got the controls floating around in the water with the pieces and they get a little annoying. First
off they get in the way of piece selection and second off they are subject to being missed when I try to click them and I pick up
a piece instead. Once again, not super game breaking since there's hot keys but perhaps just grouping them into the bottom or
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top corner, or better yet, having them slide out when the ESC key or another key is hit would have been better.

So at the end of the day is this version of Pixel Puzzles better than the last?? The answer is a resounding YES. This is the one I
would recommend to my friends. This is the one that gives us features we needed in the other ones. This is the ones that prove
Decaying Logic listens to their fans. I'm a fan now. Can't wait to see what the future has in store for us with this line...... Now if
we could only convince them to do one that can have fan made workshop puzzles.......

Pros:
+Good picture selection gives good challenging puzzles
+Interesting piece cut-outs
+Improved piece floating and selection
+Rotating Pieces
+Mid-puzzle save feature
+Optional sorting area
+Innovative "hint" system that gives you options
+More puzzles than ever before

Cons:
-Nothing but bird pictures
-Colors on pieces are altered while "in" the water, making it harder to select pieces based on color
-In-Game Menu buttons float around with the pieces and are sometimes difficult to hit without picking up a piece. This is a
truly horrible game. I tried to play it for a couple of days then uninstalled it.. Firstly. I will add I have never played a RL game
before More of a Union fan.

However as there is NO decent RU games out there I gave this a try and was So So happy I did.

Positives:
1.Graphics are great comparable to any AAA sports title. I have had no drop in FPS or any issues with a 3 year old rig on higher
settings.

2.Gameplay is smooth and as far as I am aware pretty accurate to RL play style. tackles are fun and you haev a lot of options of
set plays and tactical calls re defence alignment etc.

3.Content - the create a player most games have these days its as detailed as I would want without being over the top. Carrer
mode can swap between manager, existing "superstar" or your created player which gives it a fresh take.

Cons:

Very few. However if I was being picky.

1. Key mapping/bindings I am happy playing with a controller but I would have thought its not challenging to allow me to alter
my controls. I usually play with Keyboard but without key mapping its impossible. Key mapping on controller perhaps not as
important but would be preferred.

2. Attacking set plays: such as Switch, loop moves and miss moves. You can elect to throw a pass 1, 2,or 3 players out but thats
it really. Considering there is defensive tactical alignment and altering defensive lines etc I would have hoped for a slightly more
detailed attacking system. currently the attacking "set play" consists of two types of backline set up for kicking options Thats it.
The rest is free for all.

Overall though its a really fun game with a lot of content, completely meets my needs for a rugby fix. Would recommend.. If
you want to be able to jump into GA light aircraft and do a bit of island hoping, then this for you. Great scenery and lovely little
bits that make these island unique. Why not have some fun, eh
. Pretty good, and its free, so the most you'll waste is your time. Writing is solid if occasionally a tad florid, art is pretty. Decent
amount of characterization fit in for such a short run time (about an hour for all routes). It can be frustrating, however, that not
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all variables outside your affect stay the same, which cuts down immensely on the feeling of player agency purely to pad out the
run time.. Before I Played:
\uff3c\uff3c \uff3f
\u3000\u3000 \uff3c( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
\u3000\u3000\u3000 <\u3000\u2312\u30fd
\u3000\u3000\u3000\/ \u3000 \u3078\uff3c
\u3000\u3000 \/\u3000\u3000\/\u3000\uff3c\uff3c
\u3000\u3000 \uff9a\u3000\u30ce\u3000\u3000 \u30fd_\u3064
\u3000\u3000\/\u3000\/
\u3000 \/\u3000\/|
\u3000(\u3000(\u30fd
\u3000|\u3000|\u3001\uff3c
\u3000| \u4e3f \uff3c \u2312)
\u3000| |\u3000\u3000) \/
`\u30ce )\u3000\u3000L\uff89
After I Played:
\uff0f\uff8c\uff8c \u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000 \u3000\u30e0\uff40\u30fd
\/ \u30ce) \u3000\uff09\u3000\u30fd
\/ \uff5c\u3000\u3000( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0\uff09\u30ce\u2312\uff08\u309d._,\u30ce
\/\u3000\uff89\u23127\u2312\u30fd\u30fc\u304f\u3000 \uff3c\u3000\uff0f
\u4e36\uff3f \u30ce \uff61\u3000\u3000 \u30ce\uff64\u3000\uff61|\/
\u3000\u3000 `\u30fd `\u30fc-'_\u4eba`\u30fc\uff89
\u3000\u3000\u3000 \u4e36 \uffe3 _\u4eba'\u5f61). After the Windows 10 Creators update this is very much needed!
Comes with various Taskbar and Start menu customizability options and does exactly what it should without hogging resources
from your computer.. Awesome game, picked it up last time it was on sale. Gonna have to give it a full playthrough now i have
more time. From first experience i highly recommend!
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Sequel to Sakura MMO, this game continues the tale with more situations of miscues and accidental boob flashes. Based on
your choices, you can continue the romance you started in the first game, or choose another girl... and since there is no pop quiz
to set that up, you basically start fresh anyway. There is a patch to show more nudity, and some explicit scenes.

Would suggest getting in the bundle. While a decent story, it is still a Sakura game by Winged Cloud... Also, the game ends on a
cliffhanger... so there is likely to be a Sakura MMO 3 coming sometime..... Ehh I'd pass on Payroll. After first turning it on,
I thought this felt like it could be something special, but the more I played it, it felt ho-hum. I think it looks beautiful, but the
actual play was underwhelming. It could have been more abstract and dare I say edgy. Yes, it has a Stanley Parable feel, but
none of the heart.

I will say that it's a decent achievement hunting game to 100%. Getting all of the achievements is fairly easy and there is a 
sweet guide to help you. The gameplay is certainly far superior to most cash-grab achievement based games.

Essentially, this is a walking simulator with a series of fetch quests, and some interesting secrets. It is very short; in fact one of the
achievements is to simply play the game for 2 hours. Controller support is nice, and the whole game feels polished. The dev
obviously put a lot of care into it. I just wish it was more of a thinkpiece.

Pros:
+It looks beautiful
+Overall has a lot of polish and controller support is good
+Good for 100%ing and achievement hunting
+Cheap

Cons:
-Ah, that music is too generic for me
-Not a whole lot going on, or to think about really
-Not something I care to play after getting all the achievements (compared to another short game - Thirty Flights of Loving,
which I would showcase to friends)
-What is all that 'payroll' dialogue you forced me to sit through? It went on forever and didn't really make sense

It's cheap, this is true. Buy it if you are looking to get fairly decent games to 100%, but if you are looking for something with
the quality and tone of The Stanley Parable - I fear you will be disapointed.. Just NOOOOOOOO. It is my first-time review
paying respect to this film, as well as the indie game community in China.

Overall, this documentary presents a reflective account of Chinese indie game developers. To many outsiders, the landscape
of Chinese indie community is mysterious, at best; or just a ramification of Chinese game industry known for reskined and
rip-off products. Focusing on five individuals, this documentary showcases that Chinese indie developers have the same
passion for and commitment to achieving game's artistic and play values like Western counterparts. The most touching part
is the incorproation of contextualized issues they face in China: family pressure, sociocultural bias, market hostility, and so
on so forth. Albeit with these issues, they strive to make the game, fulfill the promises to supporters, and move on as indie
developers.

To English-speaking audiences, please bear with some translation issues here and there. It has been a tough work for the
translation team to retain most of the original meaning while turning into English. Besides, do not be too critical of the
shooting and editing. I think as a first-ever cinematic attempt to demonstrate Chinese indie community and culture to the
whole world, this documentary is a laudable effort worth more encouragements and supports.. The game does not work since
Yosemite (1.5 year) and no answers from 11bits studio !
I won't buy any 11bits studio games anymore !
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